CHAPTER 7
NIGHTFANG
CULTS
This chapter describes the shadowy realm of the NightfangWeald,
its foul unseelie courts, and the cultists who trade with them in
secrets and magic. From the alluring dreams and tarry white skin
of the blind and obese cretchmab to the enchanting bird-cage
traps of the stilt-walking thrawk, explorers of the Weald may
discover death far sooner than prized ancient dweomer.
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Nightfang Lore

Like the Apocryphal Desert and the Outer Darkness, the Nightfang Weald is a foreboding plane of half-unmade existence wellsuited to pactmaking creatures. Over eons, the most daring (or
foolish) of fey have sought to trick or undermine the gods. For
their crimes, the gods consigned these fey to a nightmarish forest, the Nightfang Weald.
A traveler arriving in the Weald finds herself in a twilight
wood. Trees may be thick or thin, wiry or gnarled, black as coal
or white as snow. Climate varies from bitter cold with snow to
sweltering jungle, though most of the Weald is a temperate forest. Flitting lights similar to mindless will-o-wisps provide soft
illumination among the trees. The sky above the forest canopy
is pitch black, as if no light travels beyond it. An insufferable
cacophony of birds, frogs and crickets permeates the land. Or

Travel to/from
the Nightfang Weald

a silence so pure and deadly blankets the wood
such that every footstep sounds like a gong.
Although rich with life, the Weald is hostile to civilization and
a benefactor of death. Creeping vines and acrid mists quickly
choke and erode buildings, while the native inhabitants—plus
visitors who die there and reincarnate as its newest denizens—
revel in chaos and bloodshed, perhaps due to the insane whisperings of the wind.

Lore--d20+Knowledge (the planes)

10—The Nightfang Weald is an otherworldly realm of evertwilight forests where Fey Baraddu, Nightfang and similar spirits roam in tormet for eternity.
14—The Nightfang Weald is a plane of existence that blends fey
and shadow elements. The plane is an endless forest of snowy
alpines, misty temperate woods and dense steamy jungle.
Twisted, chaotic and evil fey haunt this place.
17—On certain nights in forested areas, portals open between
the Nightfang Weald and the Material Plane. Pactmaker cultists
congregate at these portals. Cult initiates enter the Weald and
return green-skinned and able to subsist on moonlight.
21—Cultists are as selfish and destructive as the nightfangs they
emulate. They gather in groups around charismatic and powerful members. These groups often war with each other and submit captives to vile rituals that open portals to the Weald.
25—Among the Weald’s unseelie fey is the cretchmab, or Mother of Dreams. She plays upon men’s desires, showing them gleeming bejewled vaults and joyous revelry in their dreams. She

There are several ways to reach the Nightfang
Weald.
A plane shift or gate spell, or item that duplicates these spell effects, works normally to
enter the Weald. A gate spell works to leave the
Weald.
A planful character can create a temporary
portal between the Material Plane and the
Nightfang Weald. Opening a portal requires
a plane shift spell cast at midnight in a heavily
wooded area with a sacrifice of blood from a living creature of at least 8 Hit Dice. The portal is
a black starless pool that is 5 feet wide by 30 feet
high. It allows two-way travel and remains open
for 10 minutes per caster level. A daylight spell or
more powerful spell with the light descriptor will
negate the portal’s function as long as the light
remains in place.
A binder may craft a puzzle portal, following
the rules on page 185 for crafting portals.The portal
must have at least three seals from the following spirits: Coralene, Swan Elashni, Nightfang, Fey Baraddu,
Green Glomairah, Witch Yaba, Mare Loviatha, Evening
Star and Aladdar. Once the puzzle is solved, the puzzle
solver and up to one companion per seal are transferred
to the Nightfang Weald. A puzzle portal may be one
directional. A portal to return to the Material Plane may
or may not be present. Even if present, using it may require
dangerous travel, combat, negotiation or a sacrifice of some
sort.
Finally, portals may open on special occasions. These are
always in forested areas or in regions where forest has been
violently cleared to make way for farmland or similar goals
of civilization. Over a period of twenty-three nights, twentythree portals spontaneously open. Creatures within the Nightfang Weald immediately learn via the Weald’s whispering wind
the direction and distance to portals nearest them; and during
these nights, they raid mortal lands to gain gems, jewels, and
captives.
also reveals how to find these wondrous locales, which turn out
to be the cratchmab’s empty, foul lair.
30—The most common nightfang creature is the sheylok, a
monkey-like chimera of forest dwellers that pelts foes with
sickening feces. Sheyloks often venture into the Material Plane
to steal baubles and young adults whom they transform into
nightfang like themselves after an evening of fey revelry.
35—Nightfangs tend to fear children, fire, snakes and water.
Sages suspect that a watery serpent and a fiery child consigned
the first fey to the Weald.
40—Other nightfang creatures include the thrawk, nauthla,
and dreaded faustfey. The thrawk is an assassin. The nauthla is
hideous nymph who steals men’s hearts. The faustfey is a powerful pactmage elder of magic and traveler of the multiverse.
45—A savvy adventurer can bargain with nightfangs to learn
dark lore or gain services against one’s enemies.
50—Those who travel the Weald must face a shadowy mirror
image of themselves. Those who fail become monsters; those
who succeed travel the Weald with ease.
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Physical Planar Traits

The Nightfang Weald is coterminous with the Material Plane,
the Plane of Shadow, and the Faerie Realm (or similar plane
that is home to fey creatures). Here are its planar traits.
Progressive Gravity: Gravity at the surface is normal. As
one moves upward toward the roof of the woods (the “canopy”),
gravity doubles at 50% of the distance to the canopy top and
doubles again at 75% of the way to the canopy top. The canopy
averages 400 feet high. No creature reaches beyond the canopy
where gravity increases to an infinite amount. Light cannot pass
beyond the canopy.
Finite Size: The Nightfang Weald’s size is unknown. Travelers find that traveling in a straight line usually results in returning to one’s starting point after 1d6 hours (50% of the
time) or 1d6 days (50% of the time). Only secret paths, such as
the mythical Path of the Golden Flower, lead travelers in true
directions.
Alterable Morphic:Visitors interact normally with inhabitants.
Illumination: Perpetual twilight requires low-light vision.
Minor Positive-Dominant: The Weald promotes a riot of
plant life and myriad visceral sensations that tantalize and energize. All creatures including visitors enjoy fast healing 2. Similarly, undead suffer 2 hit points damage per round (no save).
Strongly Chaotic-Aligned and Mildly Evil-Aligned:
Most of the plane’s denizens are chaotic, evil or both. Non-chaotic creatures suffer a -2 penalty on all Intelligence-, Wisdom-,
and Charisma-based skill checks. Chaotic good creatures suffer
a -2 penalty on Charisma-based skill checks. Any fey, magical
beast or plant that resides for a year and a day on the plane gains
the fiendish template and becomes chaotic evil.
Altered Magic: Spells that target plant creatures or plant
life or cause darkness are automatically maximized, extended,
and enhanced at no cost to the spellcaster. Conversely, necromancy spells function at one-half the caster’s normal caster
level. Pact magic works somewhat differently. Binders enjoy
a +6 bonus on their binding checks for spirits of the Fiend,
Tree, and Shadow constellations. Conversely, binders suffer a
-6 penalty on binding checks for spirits of the Angel and Ghoul
constellations. Zones of wild magic exist.
Flowing Time: For every day spent on the Nightfang Weald,
a week passes on the Material Plane. Moreover, time lost on
the Nightfang Weald catches up with travelers if they have ingested any food or drink found on the Nightfang Weald. Such
creatures who spend time on this plane and then return to their
home plane instantly “catch up.” They become ravenously hungry as if they had not eaten in days or longer. Similarly, they age
and may possibly die if carried beyond their normal lifespan.
Natives of the Nightfang Weald and visitors that abstained from
food and drink are unaffected by flowing time.
Conditional Death: The soul of a chaotic or evil creature
that dies on this plane remains on this plane. Its corpse turns to
mist and shadow within a number of rounds after death equal
to its Hit Dice. Only a vague scent of life remains. Twenty-four
hours later, the creature spawns from the ground, awakening in
a dense grove of plants or on the banks of a inky river. Chaotic
evil creatures return as nightfangs of equal or near-equal Hit
Dice. Chaotic good creatures may return as fey such as dryads and nymphs, though their goodness remains in peril. Other
creatures return as animals. The soul of a lawful good, lawful
neutral or neutral good creature journeys to an afterlife on another plane of existence suiting its alignment.
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Weald Weather

The winds of the Nightfang Weald echo a chaotic cant of voices,
possibly driving a traveler to madness, while thick mists slow
and even paralyze humanoid travelers. Shelter such as lodges
and caves block the effects, at least for a time.

Table 7-1: Weather in the Nightfang Weald
2d6

Weather

Duration

Effect

2

Gale

1-6 minutes

Insanity (DC 18 Will negates); Small creatures
knocked prone.

3

Forest cacophony

10-60 minutes

Confusion (DC 14 Will
negates)

4-5

Light wind

1d6 hours

Lesser confusion (DC 12
Will negates)

6-8

Still and clear

2d6 hours

None

9-10

Light mist

1d6 hours

Vision half normal

11

Rain shower

10-60 minutes

Slowed (DC 14 negates)

12

Thick fog

1-6 minutes

Paralyzed (DC 16
negates)

Traveling the Nightfang Weald

Travelers are easily lost. Each 1 hour of travel requires a DC 18
Survival check. A failed check indicates a travelers has gone in
a direction other than the one desired. When a check fails by
10 or more, the traveler finishes the hour at her starting point.
Mundane methods to aid navigation such as use of string or
tagging trees do not work since the plane itself shifts travelers.
Spells such as find the path work. Minotaurs are never lost; fey,
paladins, and gnomes enjoy a +4 bonus to their checks.

Black Rose Lodges

These lodges dot the Nightfang Weald. Nightfang cultists and
their allies, including hags and fiendish nymphs, run the lodges.
A small group of wary travelers can enjoy a safe night’s rest in
exchange for a minor magic item, personal service or coins
worth 375 gp. Lodge-keepers may be wicked, but most delight
in surprise and confusion over bloodshed unless travelers appear
exceptionally weak or comely. Such travelers will be “delayed”
from leaving using charms or chains. Although lodge-keepers
tend to quickly trade away any items gained from travelers, a
search may reveal a hidden cache of 1d6+2 magic items. A living creature brought to a lodge within 24 hours of its death will
reincarnate within the lodge overnight rather than spawning as
a new denizen of the Nightfang Weald.

Path of the Golden Flower

This sure road consists of many trails that lead to a central arch
that is shaped like a golden flower.
Travel time along a trail to the arch varies from 1d6 hours
for lawful good creatures to 1d6 years for chaotic evil creatures, with 1d6 days for all other creatures. A party of mixed
creatures proceeds at the slowest pace. No Survival checks are
required to navigate the trails, which are plain to see.
The arch can be seen and passed through by creatures that are
lawful neutral, lawful good or neutral good. Lawful evil creatures can see the arch but cannot pass through it, while chaotic
good creatures cannot see the arch but have a 1% chance per
round of searching to pass through it.
Those who pass through the arch travel to a heavenly realm
of law and goodness.

Adventure Hooks
Here are eight scenarios to help you integrate the Nightfang
Weald into your campaign.

Awakening

Table 7-2: Summary of Nightfang Breeds
Name

Title

CR Details

Cretchmab Dreamcatcher

13

This huge, bloated “Mother of Dreams”
sends false visions to mortals and feeds her
captured prey to other nightfangs.

Faustfey

16

A tiny, vicious pixie-like fey, highly adept

Elder

Every twenty-three years the forest town of Beldan is subject
with magic. Binds 6th-level spirits.
to strange lights, shifting shadows, and lost kin. Dark portals to
Nauthla
Princess
7 A cursed, hideous nymph that seeks lovers
the Nightfang Weald open in the woods surrounding the town.
and slays those who rebuke her advances.
This time, it is only the third night and already a dozen townsSheylok
Minion
4 A monkey-like, cursed nixie or grig that
folk have gone missing after reporting dreams of lost treasure and
gains power by humiliating others and
wondrous fey courts. The false visions are sent by The Mother
stripping them of items and magic.
of Dreams, an obese fetid nightfang that lures mortals to their
Thrawk
Scourge 10 This cursed, stilt-walking satyr is a spy,
doom. A few hundred years ago, the town was founded on the
assassin, and leader for other nightfangs.
vanquished remains of a cult. Some say a few members of the
cult linger in secret. The cult claims to know how to pass safe- Lord Saruga Lives Again
ly through the portals and locate the Mother of Dreams in the
A lizardfolk bog-binder has emerged from the Weald. He is
Ravencourt Ruins that sit in the middle of the Wailing Tar Pits.
bound with the powerful spirit of Lord Saruga, and he leads a
Alas, is their information accurate? And can this foul creature be
small army of lizardfolk and nightfangs to “clear the land of the
slain before the town is laid waste?
accursed humans,” preferably by eating them. The binder truly
believes he is the incarnation of Lord Saruga.

Family Treasure

The elders of a declining noble family approach the party. They Nymph of Good and Evil
are willing to spend the last of their family’s fortune in order
The beautiful nymph Evelea approaches a charismatic party
to retrieve a great buried treasure from a ruined palace on the
member in search of aid to rescue her twin sister who is trapped
Nightfang Weald. A century ago, their then-head of family marin “a frightful wood,” the Nightfang Weald. Although the nymph
ried a satyr in defiance of the local clergy and the family’s ancesreads as good and kind, she is quiet and vague. She says that she
tor, who spoke from the afterlife. The gods cursed the family,
misses her sister and the two have a bond that transcends planes
tossing their gilded manse and half of their relatives into the
of existence. Evelea will travel with the party into the Weald
Weald. No one knew what happened until one of the family’s
and can act as a compass to her sister. Along the way, she may
adolescent descendents escaped the Weald. He hadn’t aged a
fall in love with a hero who is notably kind or cruel. Unknown
day. He claims that he survived in the manse’s warded library for
to the party, and perhaps unknown even to Evelea, she has no
many years, teaching himself magic in order to make his escape.
twin; instead, her spirit is split in half. Half of her spirit lies
The boy might be telling the truth, or not.What the family does
at all times in the Nightfang Weald while the other normally
not say is that anyone who aids them is also cursed.
resides on the Material Plane. What happens when both halves
meet each other after many centuries is anyone’s guess.

Gremlin of the Loose

When a group of adventurers returned from the Nightfang Redemption
Weald a few weeks ago, they failed to notice that a nightfang
Halifax was a paladin who led a doomed expedition into the
minion followed stealthily behind them. The unseelie creature
Nightfang Weald. Divinations have revealed that in a moment of
hid and scouted for several weeks, living off of the local fauna.
weakness, he committed a chaotic act and, dying soon after, was
Now, hungry and bored, it recently assaulted several children
spawned as a hideous nightfang scourge. A rite of atonement and
with turds and stones. No one in town took seriously the chilbrief quest might have redeemed him. But that was decades ago
dren’s story until a girl went missing. The original adventuring
and most consider him lost. Yet now, gods have messaged Haliparty is long gone. Can the party capture the nightfang minion
fax’s last living friend, an old priest who claims that now is the
and either return it to the Weald or destroy it? If the party is
time for a stalwart band to track down and capture Halifax and
wise, it will consult local druids and fey.
return him to the Material Plane, where the gods may recover his
soul. The priest believes that Halifax wanders the Hills of Broken
Invitation in Gold
Sky, the one place in the Nightfang Weald where a traveler can
For years, Weald cultists have stayed quiet at the fringes of civilizasee through the canopy of trees that normally shelters the Weald.
tion. Recently, however, a noblewoman has taken up the cult’s cause
In the sky above, unreachable stars of Heaven shine.
and rallied the elderly and infirm to join her on a journey to a fey
costume ball where all who are sick and old are made strong and Troll’s Rock
young again. Only those who receive golden invitations may join
A high tower stands at the edge of the Ravine of Troubled Tales.
her on her pilgrimage to Eladin Manse, a legendary sprawling comRocks in the ravine, deposited over centuries by a now-dead
plex. The Manse sits within the stump of a huge tree that towered
river, began a few months ago to “wake up” and speak magical
5000 feet before it fell.Your patron has intercepted a small group of
secrets. Many collect these rocks. Among the most prodigious
elderly travelers and given their invitations to you, so that you might
collectors is a troll witch. He has been charging much gold for
travel to the ball and discover the truth of the situation—amazingly,
sages to listen to the best stones, and a few youth have joined
those who have gone have returned rejuvenated, as promised. Is this
him as apprentices. Strangely, no visitors have seen the youth
too good to be true? Likely so, as the Manse sits deep in the Nightonce they join Binder Mogar in his tower.Where are they? What
fang Weald.
do the rocks say? And what lies at the river’s fountainhead?
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Nightfang Cultists
Calmly moving to you is a bark-skinned humanoid with a coat of stickers

and flowers in its hair. It might be a young treant, except it moves swiftly,
even in armor, and wields a scimitar in a bark-sheathed hand.
Nightfang cultists are ravaged souls that follow a special path.
After a secret incantation, the initiated cultist transforms into

Table 7-3: Nightfang Cultists
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a plant creature that is comfortable and welcomed among the
denizens of the Nightfang Weald.
Table 7-3: Nightfang Cultists provides statistics, from simple
ovates to powerful wisewealds. Favorite anima spirits include
The Beast Before Us, The Oak of Broken Sky, The Pegasus
Arrow, and Titans of Thunderous Rage (from SoPM, pages 196198); or consider, Lord Corigaine, Abyssal Seed, Lurker at the
Edge of Perception or Night Becomes Her (pages 96-100).
Most cultists are chaotic or evil with a neutral component.

Nightfang Cultist
(“Ovate”)
Medium Plant

Nightfang Cultist
(“Earthdrought”)
Medium Plant

Nightfang Cultist
(“Skyseeker”)
Medium Plant

Nightfang Cultist
(“Wiseweald”)
Medium Plant

Hit Dice

2d8+7 (16 hp)

4d8+11 (29 hp)

8d8+19 (55 hp)

16d8+ 51 (123 hp)

Initiative

+0

+0

+0

+0

Speed

20 ft.

30 ft., burrow 10 ft.

40 ft., burrow 20 ft.

60 ft., burrow 40 ft.

Armor Class

15 (+2 natural, +3 mwk
studded leather), touch 10,
flat-footed 15

16 (+3 natural, +3 mwk
studded leather), touch 10,
flat-footed 16

19 (+4 natural, +5 mithral
breastplate), touch 10, flatfooted 19

25 (+8 natural, +5 mithral
breastplate, +2 magic), touch
10, flat-footed 25

BAB / Grapple

+1/+2

+3/+4

+6/+7

+12/+13

Attack

Scimitar +2 melee (1d6+1,
18-20)

Scimitar +5 melee (1d6+2,
18-20)

Scimitar +8 melee (1d6+2,
18-20)

Scimitar +15 melee (1d6+3,
15-20, +1d8 sonic on crit. hit)

Full Attack

Scimitar +2 melee (1d6+1,
18-20)

Scimitar +5 melee (1d6+2,
18-20)

Scimitar +8/+3 melee
(1d6+2, 18-20)

Scimitar +15/+10/+5 melee
(1d6+3, 15-20, +1d8 sonic on
crit. hit)

Space / Reach

5 ft./5 ft.

5 ft./5 ft.

5 ft./5 ft.

5 ft./5 ft.

Special Attacks Bind 1st-level anima spirit
(BL 2nd, DC 12), thorn volley
(2/day, 1d6+1, 120 ft. range,
max 2/rnd)

Bind 2nd-level anima spirit
(BL 4th, DC 13), thorn volley
(4/day, 1d6+1, 120 ft. range,
max 3/rnd)

Bind 4th-level anima or spirit
of Nightfang (BL 8th, DC 17),
thorn volley (8/day, 1d6+1, 120
ft. range, max 3/rnd)

Bind 8th-level anima spirit or
bind Nightfang plus 2nd-level
anima spirit (BL 16th, DC 21),
thorn volley (16/day, 1d6+1,
120 ft. range, max 3/rnd)

Special
Qualities

Darkvision 60 ft., plants traits,
camouflage (+8 Hide in natural
area), slow fall 10 ft., woodsense
(60 ft. as blindsense but natural
area only)

Darkvision 60 ft., plant traits,
camouflage (+8 Hide in natural
area), woodland stride, slow
fall 20 ft., woodsense (60 ft. as
blindsense but natural area only)

DR 5/-, darkvision 60 ft., plant
traits, camouflage (+8 Hide in
natural area), spell-like abilities
(3/day–nightfang form, tree shape,
CL 8th), woodland stride, slow
fall 40 ft., woodsense (60 ft. as
blindsense but in natural area
only)

DR 10/-, darkvision 60 ft.,
outsider traits, camouflage (+8
Hide in natural area), spell-like
abilities (3/day–awaken, dream,
nightfang form, speak with plants,
tree shape, CL 16th), slow fall 80
ft., woodland stride, woodsense
(60 ft. as blindsense but natural
area only)

Saves

Fort +5, Ref +3, Will +4

Fort +6, Ref +4, Will +5

Fort +8, Ref +6, Will +8

Fort +13, Ref +10, Will +12

Abilities

Str 12, Dex 10, Con 14, Int 11,
Wis 13, Cha 15

Str 12, Dex 10, Con 14, Int 12,
Wis 13, Cha 16

Str 12, Dex 10, Con 15, Int 12,
Wis 14, Cha 16

Str 12, Dex 10, Con 16, Int 14,
Wis 15, Cha 17

Skills

Balance +1, Climb+6, Hide
+8, Knowledge (nature) +4,
Listen+6, Spot +1, Survival+6

Balance+3, Climb+6, Escape
Artist+3, Hide+13, Knowledge (arcana, nature)+4,
Listen+6, Perform+6, Spot
+1, Survival+6

Balance+5, Climb +6, Escape
Artist+6, Hide+16, Knowledge (arcana, nature)+6,
Listen+10, Perform+8, Spot
+2, Survival+7

Balance+5, Climb+9, Concentration+17, Escape Artist+5,
Hide+18, Intimidate+13,
Knowledge (arcana, nature, the
planes)+12, Listen+20, Perform+11, Spot +2, Survival+7

Feats

Nightfang’s Gift, ToughnessB

Nightfang’s Gift, ToughnessB,
Wealdwalker

Focal Constellation (spider,
shadow or tree), Nightfang’s
Gift, ToughnessB, Wealdwalker

Bonus Spirit Known (Nightfang), Focal Constellation,
Tactical Pactmaker, ToughnessB
Vatic Aura, Vatic Aura Master ,
Wealdwalker

Environment

Forest or Nightfang Weald

Forest or Nightfang Weald

Forest or Nightfang Weald

Forest or Nightfang Weald

Organization

Grove (3–12)

Trio (2–4)

Solitary

Solitary

CR

3

5

10

18

Treasure

Mwk studded leather, scimitar,
potion (cure moderate wounds),
binder’s mask (novice)

Mwk studded leather,
scimitar+1, mwk musical
instrument, potion (cure light
wounds)

Mithral breastplate, scimitar+1, Mithral breastplate +2
camel pack of healing
(shadow, silent moves, SR 13),
scimitar+2 (keen, thundering),
cyclopes amulet (+3), lesser
atlan astrolabe

Alignment

Usually chaotic or evil

Usually chaotic or evil

Usually chaotic or evil

Usually chaotic or evil

F

W

Like fey, they are fickle and eschew orderly civilization for the
wildness of nature. Nightfang cultists are not well-organized
eats of the
eald
and tend to work alone or in small bands. The bands feud over
The following feats are available to characters who travel to the
territory and sacrifices. As students of the Weald, they have
Nightfang Weald and meet the listed requirements.
tasted blood and know it nourishes the woods, not just the wolf
but also the trees and the hollows. Nightfang cultists celebrate FRIEND OF THE WEALD
the changes of season and protect the eternal places through
You enjoy lucky relations with chaotic magical creatures.
blood sacrifice and debauched rites. As the druids say, “To look
Prerequisite: Charisma 13, chaotic alignment, have made
upon a cultist’s face is to know Nature’s cruelty.”
peaceful contact with a nightfang creature such as a sheylok or
Nightfang cultists take Nature’s wisdom to heart. They are as
faustfey.
deliberate as the long-lived trees and as a sneaky as the night
Benefit: Experience has provided you insight when dealing
wolf and the trapdoor spider. They are not strong swordsmen.
with nightfangs and similar chaotic and evil creatures. Apply a
They prefer to lurk, weakening foes from a distance; or they
+3 luck bonus on Charisma-based skill checks when dealing
disguise themselves in tree form as opponents come to investiwith demons, fey, magical beasts, and plants.
gate an odd noise or planted bauble of treasure. Most frightening, they can burrow and hide under the earth, emerging from MAB’S BLIND EYES
beneath their foes. Or they climb trees and drop from above.
You see between slices of reality to note advantage and danger.
A cultist will lead explorers to the Weald for a price in blood.
Prerequisite: Wisdom 13, chaotic alignment, have made
Options include a virginal sentient sacrifice with a Charisma
contact (peaceful or otherwise) with a cretchmab (a nightfang
of 15+, a traitor to the Nightfang cause or someone who has
dreamcatcher) or faustfey (a elder nightfang).
harmed the woods.
Benefit: You can see without seeing. You can use augury 1/
day as a Charisma-based spell-like ability with a caster level
equal to your Hit Dice. Unlike the spell, you must be blindfolded while using the ability.

NIGHTFANG’S GIFT

Bind specific spirits related to vile woods.
Prerequisite: Binder or caster level 1st, chaotic or evil
alignment, have made peaceful contact with a nightfang creature such as a sheylok or faustfey.
Benefit: You are highly familiar with Nightfang spirits. If
you are a binder, you can bind a list of nine spirits, even if you
cannot normally bind these spirits for whatever reason except
that they are too high level for you to currently access. If you
are a spellcaster, you can forfeit your daily spell allotment to
bind one of these spirits even if you do not have the Supernatural Exchange feat. In both cases, you can ignore the binding
requirements associated with these spirits.
The nine spirits include Coralene (level 1), Swan Elashni
(level 2), Nightfang (level 3), Fey Baraddu (level 4), Green
Glomairah (level 5), Witch Yaba (level 6), Mare Loviatha (level
7), Evening Star (level 8) and Aladdar (level 9). If you are not
high enough level to access a spirit when you take this feat, you
can bind that spirit when you attain sufficient binder (or caster)
level, as specified by your class.

WEALD WALKER

You can tap into the Nightfang Weald’s winds to communicate
at a distance.
Prerequisite: Wisdom 11, spent at least 3 days on the
Nightfang Weald.
Benefit: While in the Nightfang Weald, you gain one or
more spell-like abilities that utilize the Weald’s whispering
wind. If you have 3 or fewer Hit Dice, you can use the message
spell 1/day per Hit Die. In addition, if you have 5 or more Hit
Dice, you can use the whispering wind spell 1/day per point of
Wisdom bonus. Finally, if you have 9 or more Hit Dice, you can
use the sending spell 1/day + 1/day per 3 levels beyond 9thlevel (2/day at 12th level, 3/day at 15th level, and so forth).
Your caster level equals your character level and all DCs are
Charisma-based.
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Cretchmab
Before you rests an obese female in a acrid cloud of bog-like stench. She

might be a naked giant, but her numerous tits and animistic features like
patches of fur, scales and beak suggest a monster of the darkest woods.
Her eyes are dead white and cloudy. Her pasty flesh oozes white tar. Stuck
upon its torso and legs are weapons and twitching limbs of past heroes like
yourselves. A few heads still mumble for help. All of a sudden, you feel the
tug of sleep wash over your minds.

Cretchmab (Nightfang Dreamcatcher) CR 13

CE Huge Fey (Chaotic, Extraplanar, Evil)
Initiative +6 ; Senses blindsense, detect magic users, sense
link ; Listen +19, Spot n/a (blind)
Languages Abyssal, plus understand Common.
——————————————————————
AC 17, touch 14, flat-footed 14
(+3 Dex, +1 natural, +3 luck)
hp 90 (12d6+48)
Fort +8, Ref +8, Will +10
Special Defenses DR 4/cold iron, immune to sleep and charm
effects, tarry skin, SR 22, wealdsafe aura.
——————————————————————
Speed 20 ft., climb 20 ft.
Base Attack/Grapple +6/+15
Attack Bite +15 melee (1d8+9+rot) or claws +15 melee
(1d8+5)
Full Attack Bite +15 melee (1d8+9+rot) and 2 claws +15
melee (1d8+5)
Space/Reach 15 ft./15 ft.
——————————————————————
Lore Knowledge (nature) DC 23
Tactics Prefers to support and direct its allies rather than fight.
It will use its mass slumber ability, then goad creatures to
attack it; those who become stuck are ripped apart and consumed to power its magical abilities.
Morale A nightfang dreamcatcher will fight to its death unless
fleeing is the only way to save other nightfangs.
——————————————————————
Str 29, Dex 10, Con 19, Int 7, Wis 15, Cha 15
Feats AlertnessB, Ignore Binding Requirements, Guardian
Spirit, Improved Initiative, Snatch.
Skills Intimidate+17, Knowledge (arcana)+1, Knowledge
(nature)+5, Knowledge (the planes)+2, Listen+19, Perform+12, Sense Motive+12.
——————————————————————
Death Throws (Ex) Slaying a nightfang dreamcatcher releases
a cloud of toxic gas that nauseates all living creatures within
50 feet (no save).
Detect Magic User (Su) Detect the presence, location, and
strength of magic using creatures. Resolve as detect undead,
but detect magic users instead.
Dream Binding Once per day, bind any 4th-level spirit by
falling asleep for 10 minutes. Binder level 12th. Binding
check d20+14. Ability DC 16.
Dream of Destiny (Su) Once per night, send a dream with
a suggestion effect to six or fewer targets. This works similar
to the demand spell. A successful DC 20 Will save avoids the
effect. The first target affected in a night must be within 5
miles of the nightfang dreamcatcher. All other targets must
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know the first target and reside within 5 miles of each other.
Dreams highlight long-lost, secret places of wondrous treasure that targets can journey to in order to gain their hearts’
desires.Dreams include a direction to travel. In fact, the
direction leads to the nightfang dreamcatcher’s horrid lair.
Extra Heart (Su) Ignore death due to massive damage and die
at -20 hit points rather than the usual -10.
Goad (Ex) Creatures that fail a DC 18 Will save find they prefer to forego ranged and spell attacks and instead make melee
attacks against the nightfang dreamcatcher, resorting to bare
hands if necessary.
Inspire Competence (Su) A nightfang dreamcatcher and its
allies within 50 feet enjoy a +2 morale bonus to one particular skill check for 1 full round when it spends a move action
to speak via its bound spirit.
Inspire Courage (Su) A nightfang dreamcatcher and its allies
within 50 feet enjoy +2 morale bonus to resist charm and
fear effects for 1 full round when it spends a move action to
speak via its spirit.
Mass slumber (Sp) Use mass slumber. Up to 40 Hit Dice worth
of creatures fall asleep on a failed DC 18 Will save.
Revitalizing Tit (Su) A nightfang dreamcatcher has twelve
tits that each produce a vile milk that heals other nightfangs.
Each round of imbibing from a tit heals the drinker 1d8+5 hit
points damage. A nightfang dreamcatcher cannot drink from
its own tits. Creatures other than nightfangs that imbibe from
a tit immediate begin transforming into a nightfang minion,
princess or scourge, as best matching their Hit Dice.
Sense Link (Su) Use sense link at will, with a limit of following
three creatures at once. Unlike the spell, this ability works
across planes of existence.
Shadow Step (Su) As a full-round action, move up to 15 feet
via the Plane of Shadow. Moving into a threatened space provokes attacks of opportunity.
Slow Fall (20 ft.) Subtract 40 feet from distance fallen when
computing falling damage.
Spell-like Abilities (CL 12th, DC 12+spell level)
1/day—imbue with supernatural ability, mass meld into stone.
2/day—deeper darkness, meld into stone, minor wish.
1/week—awaken, dream of abrogation, reincarnate.
Stink (Ex) Once every 5 minutes, produce a revolting musk
that causes all non-nightfangs within 10 feet to be nauseated
for 5 minutes on a failed DC 18 Fortitude save.
Tarry Skin (Ex) Creatures and objects that contact a nightfang
dreamcatcher’s body, including melee weapons that strike it
and creatures that use natural weapons against it, become
stuck to it on a failed DC 18 Reflex save. Stuck creatures
and objects can be removed on a DC 28 Strength check, or
on a DC 18 Strength check after a grease spell or grease oil is
applied as a full-round action. Using dimension door or similar
magic has a 50% chance to sever a stuck limb.
Tarry Transformation (Su) Creatures and objects that remain adhered to a nightfang dreamcatcher’s body soften and
are easily torn apart, as if pre-digested on the outside of the
dreamcatcher’s body. Each round after adhering to its body,
one limb softens and falls off. Each loss causes 2d6 points
of nonlethal damage as the dreamcatcher’s magic keeps the
creature alive. After all limbs are lost, the head falls off. A
creature can remain alive in this state for as long as the dreamcatcher lives plus 12 rounds after it dies. Each head, limb or

torso that the nightfang dreamcatcher eats heals it 2d8+10
hit points and grants it a +2 bonus on its ability DCs. A creature that is fully eaten is gone forever; only a miracle or wish
can restore it to life. A regenerate spell with a break enchantment
spell knits together a creature, rebuds lost limbs, and restores
damaged flesh to its normal state.
Wealdsafe Aura (Su) Once per round, automatically ignore
ranged ammunition (arrows, bolts) from one attacker as the
ammunition turns into harmless dead birds and flowers.
——————————————————————
Environment Cold, temperate or tropical forest.
Organization Solitary. Usually with a gang of nightfang minions, three nightfang scourges, and one nightfang princess.
Treasure Gems, jewels and magic only. Plus double the amount
is found inside the creature’s body.
——————————————————————

Role-Play

A nightfang dreamcatcher, also called a cretchmab, is the proverbial honey pot that lures mortals and fey alike through dreams to
their doom. She is a mother to all nightfangs and gluttony personified as she devours bits and morsels of paralyzed foes in order
to feed her magical powers. Those who survive this unseelie horror of pact magic are known to shake uncontrollably with disgust
at the mere suggestion of her name.
A nightfang dreamcatcher is blind, her weight impairs her
movement, and she sleeps the majority of each day. She may
spend months or years in the same spot—a dark glen, a hillock
cave or abandoned castle. In her abode, she sees through her
children as they walk the Nightfang Weald or mortal woods.
Lesser nightfangs come to suckle at her tit for healing and sustenance; in return, she sends them forth to mark creatures whom
she later contacts in their dreams. The “marked” as they are
called by wary folk, dream of grand fey vistas and lost silvery
treasures; she points them the way to her abode.
Heroes who make the journey of their dreams find no treasure; they become the treasure. Like a spider that maintains a
gallery of succulent prey in its web, the nightfang dreamcatcher
beckons and goads visitors to her corpulent body. Her stare
paralyzes, her voices lulls to sleep, and her many children are
ready to subdue all who seek to look away or stopper their ears.
Any object or creature that contacts her body sticks to it like
a hapless fawn trapped in tar. The acidic juices coating her skin
soften and digest creatures while she and her minions joyously
prune creatures limb-by-limb. Her magic sustains the victims,
who do not die. Instead, she consumes an arm here, a head
there, as her appetite inspires her.
A nightfang dreamcatcher is difficult to combat Objects stick
to her body, spells tend to fizzle harmlessly, and only cold iron
weapons cut her skin. That said, she is not all heartless hungry stomach. Pact mages who have bound the right spirits and
offer her fresh victims or magic items may entreat this mad
mother to use her talents for them. Though not as a powerful
as a nightfang elder, her blind eyes see much, and her mind
wanders the Plane of Dreams like few other creatures.
A nightfang dreamcatcher maintains a pot, whether a huge
case or swollen pit, to store the torn limbs of her catches. Once
separated from her body, a victim’s parts can be stretched and
ripped like gum or glue; a head remains alive, though surely the
creature spirals into insanity. Any who manage to secure a pot
are challenged to sort its contents and restore babbling victims
to wholeness. Sanity is difficult to restore.

Faustfey

A cat-sized humanoid emerges from the shadows. It might be a monkey, but
its scales, beak, horns, and smattering of feathers suggest a melage of forest
dwellers and betray a fey creature of chaos.The creature snickers as the foul
smell of a rancid bog fills the air.

Faustfey (Nightfang Elder)		

CR 16

CE Tiny Fey (Chaotic, Extraplanar, Evil)
Initiative +6 ; Senses Book scent, darkvision 60 ft., detect
magic users, detect pact spirits, low-light vision ; Listen +8,
Spot +8.
Languages Abyssal, plus understand Common, Draconic,
Druidic, Gnoll, Orc, and Sylvan.
——————————————————————
AC 26, touch 24, flat-footed 23
(+2 size, +3 Dex, +1 natural, +10 luck)
hp 67 (15d6+15)
Fort +6, Ref +12, Will +10
Special Defenses DR 5/cold iron, immune to sleep and charm
effects, ongoing displacement effect, resilience 5, SR 25.
——————————————————————
Speed 70 ft., climb 30 ft.
Base Attack/Grapple: +7/+2
Attack Bite +12 melee (1d3-1)
Full Attack Bite +12 melee (1d3-1)
Space/Reach 2-1/2 ft./0 ft.
——————————————————————
Lore Knowledge (nature) DC 26
Tactics Use distracting heckle and incongruent spirit before
engaging in melee. Then use poisonous exhalation and shadow hop to a new location. Follow with ghost face, then use
swallow whole or pact magic abilities. Against weakened foes
use death touch and soul drain.
Morale Nightfang elders value their own well-being and flee if
they fall below half (32) hit points.
——————————————————————
Str 8, Dex 17, Con 12, Int 18, Wis 12, Cha 16
Feats Focal Constellation (any), Guardian Spirit, Improved Initiative, Vatic Aura, Vestige Mind, Weapon Finesse.
Skills Balance +11, Climb +8, Concentration +8, Craft
+6, Escape Artist +8, Hide +16, Intimidate +8, Jump +8,
Knowledge (arcana) +4, Knowledge (the planes) +8, Listen
+8, Perform +4, Sense Motive +8, Spot +8, Tumble +8,
Use Magic Device+18.
——————————————————————
Bind Favored Spirit 1/day bind a 6th-level spirit. Binder
level 12th. Binding check d20+15. Ability DC 19.
Book Scent (Ex) Use scent but only for books, scrolls, and
other written materials.
Death Touch (Su) 1/day, on a touch attack against a living
creature, roll 15d6 (average 52 hp). If the total at least equals
the target’s current hit points, it dies (no save).
Detect Magic User (Su) Detect the presence, location, and
strength of magic using creatures. Resolve as detect undead,
but detect magic users instead.
Detect Pact Spirits (Su) Use detect pact spirits at will.
Ghost Face (Ex) Gaze causes living target with less than 150
hit points to fall to -1 hit points (no save).
Distracting Heckle (Ex) Distracting sonic effect causes all
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non-nightfangs within 50 feet to suffer a -20 penalty to Concentration checks for 5 minutes. A nightfang elder can use
this ability once every 5 minutes. The effect does not stack
with distraction caused by other nightfang.
Gruesome Apotheosis (Su) An individual nightfang elder’s
touch transforms a helpless Medium or Small intelligent fey,
humanoid or monstrous humanoid into a nightfang after 3
continuous rounds of contact. A victim with 3 or fewer Hit
Dice becomes a nightfang minion. A victim with 4 to 7 Hit
Dice becomes a nightfang scourge (if male) or princess (if
female). A victim with 8 to 12 Hit Dice (or 13 or more Hit
Dice and no magical ability) becomes a nightfang dreamcatcher. A victim with 13+ Hit Dice and magical ability
becomes a nightfang elder. Once the transformation is complete, the new nightfang starts as friendly to other nightfang
and hostile to its previous allies. The transformation can only
be reversed by a miracle or wish spell.
Incongruent Spirit 1/day for 5 minutes when bound to
a spirit, the spirit may use a move or standard action each
round to produce a supernatural effect in addition to any actions the nightfang elder takes that round.
Obscure Name A nightfang elder’s true name cannot be recalled, spoken or used in any way. This grants it immunity to
power word spells plus spells and effects that work using names.
Poisonous Exhalation (Ex) A nightfang elder can exhale a
dark poison gas cloud as a 15-foot cone. Any creature caught
in the cloud must succeed on a DC 20 Fortitude save or
suffer poison damage (-1d10 Con/-1d10 Con) and begin
suffocating as a shadowy miasma clots its throat. Each round
for 3 rounds, a suffocating creature loses 1/3 of its normal
maximum hit points and may attempt another Fortitude save
to end the miasma effect. An affected creature does not die;
instead, it stabilizes at -9 hit points and rests in a comatose
state for up to 15 days or until the nightfang elder dispels the
effect.
Resilience (Ex) All damage except acid and fire damage heals
at the rate of 5 hit points per round. Lost limbs rebud in 3d6
rounds. Holding a limb to a stump restores it in 1 round.
Shadow Hop (Su) As a swift action, move up to 400 feet via
the Plane of Shadow. A nightfang elder that hops into a threatened space grants an opponent an attack of opportunity.
Shadow Walk (Su) Once per day use the shadow walk spell.
Slow Fall (Ex) Subtract 50 feet from the distance fallen when
computing falling damage.
Soul Drain (Su) Whenever a nightfang elder delivers a killing
blow against a sentient living creature with a soul, it benefits
from the heal spell, recovering to its full normal hit points.
Spell-Like Abilities (CL 12th, DC 13+spell level)
3/day—deep slumber.
1/day—alarm, augury, suggestion, reincarnation, control weather.
1/week—glyph of warding, plant growth, symbol of sleep.
Swallow Whole (Su) As a full round action bite attack, a
nightfang elder can enlarge its mouth to swallow any Large
or smaller creature. If the opponent fails a DC 24 Reflex
save, it is immediately enters the nightfang elder’s true stomach, a shadowy 10-ft.-cube cave on the Plane of Shadow with
no apparent exits. Each round in the stomach, the victim
gains 1 negative energy level (DC 24 Fort. negates) and the
nightfang elder heals 5 hit points (up to its maximum normal
hit points). When the victim reaches 0 levels it turns into a
noxious gas and dissipates after 1d4 rounds. During those
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rounds, a miracle or wish spell revives the victim. Afterward,
only divine intervention works. A victim can plane shift out
of the stomach if it has that ability to do so. It can cut its way
out with a blade such as a dagger. Each 5 ft. square of stomach has DR 10/cold iron and 30 hit points. After cutting a
hole, the creature can escape and the hole closes up after it.
Alternatively, the victim can cause harm or discomfort in the
stomach (typically 30 points of fire or electrical damage) to
force the nightfang elder to vomit it back up.
Waves of Fire (Su) Generate a 60-foot cone of supernatural
flames that inflicts 15d6 (52 hp) fire damage or half that on
a successful Fortitude save. Creatures that fail their save continue to suffer 1d6 fire damage each round for 15 rounds until
they spend a full-round action to drop to the ground and roll
to extinguish the fire. A creature that does this ends its turn
prone. Nightfangs are particularly fearful or and damaged by
this fire, suffering +1 point per damage die.
——————————————————————
Environment Cold, temperate or tropical forest.
Organization Solitary.
Treasure Double gems, jewels and magic only.
——————————————————————

Role-Play

A nightfang elder is a rare encounter even in the Nightfang
Weald. More than any of its race, an elder lusts for magic. It
can bind spirits with ease and bend magic items to its will.
Thought it prefers to work alone, often traveling the woods
of many worlds in search of lore and treasure, it is also a father
and protector to other nightfangs. It arrives when its children
call it, though it comes in its own time and is equally likely to
administer fiery punishment on its noisome children as it is to
reign abyssal flames upon their enemies.
A nightfang elder often maintains several workshops. These
workshops are located amid the towering trees and low hovels of the Nightfang Weald and also in deep, dark forests of
the Material Plane. Although dense brush often obscures the
tiny entrances to these workshops, a nightfang elder may plant
clues, spread rumors and maps among binder sages, or even
post signs for explorers to find its abode—like a nightfang
dreamcatcher, an elder enjoys trapping prey, but only the most
powerful possible in order to make more nightfangs like itself.
When a band of pactmakers finally locates a lore-laden workshop, they may think it is abandoned. Workshops often sport a
tiny entrance. Most visitors need to shrink to enter. Within, the
space is suitable for a gnome, halfling or other small humanoid
to move comfortably, although furnishings tend to better suit
a tiny creature. In addition to binder tomes and magic items,
intruders will find nasty, albeit nonlethal magical traps. Typical
traps incude a symbol of sleep or glyph of warding armed with deep
slumber. An activated trap alerts the nightfang elder, who makes
his way to the workshop to collect his catch and inflict on it a
gruesome makeover.
A nightfang elder can found a colony of its kind by transforming normal fey, humanoids and monstrous humanoids into
nightfangs. Although it can create any type of nightfang, it enjoys most the opportunity to craft more nightfangs like itself, a
process that requires a powerful pactmaker or spellcaster as the
victim. Some sages believe that a nightfang elder longs for love
from a creature that shares its intellect and passion for magic.
Alas, the transformation turns the lover into a selfishly evil
loner that departs soon after birth.

Nauthla

A creature of a woman’s shape and size in dainty lace and silks stands
looking away from you into a fine silver mirror.The mirror reflects a beautiful elf: not quite man, not quite woman, but hypnotizing nonetheless. She
begins to sing. Her voice carries your heart and mind to memories of meddows and streams. She turns. Her true visage is not a comely fey, but a mad
composition of forest creatures, from bird and tiger, to cricket and monkey.
Your heart stops in terror as she beckons for you to come to her.

Nauthla (Nightfang Princess)

CR 7

CE Medium Fey (Chaotic, Extraplanar, Evil)
Initiative +6 ; Senses Darkvision 60 ft., detect magic, detect
magic users, low-light vision ; Listen +4, Spot +8
Languages Abyssal, plus understand Common and Sylvan.
——————————————————————
AC 17, touch 14, flat-footed 14
(+3 Dex, +1 natural, +3 luck)
hp 26 (6d6+12)
Fort +4, Ref +8, Will +4
Special Defenses DR 2/cold iron, immune to sleep and charm
effects, mirror image, SR 16, wildsafe aura.
——————————————————————
Speed 30 ft., climb 30 ft.
Base Attack/Grapple +3/+4
Attack Bite +6 melee (1d4+1+suggestion) or claws +6 melee
(1d4+5)
Full Attack Bite +6 melee (1d4+1+suggestion) and 2 claws
+9 melee (1d4+5) and rake (2d6+9)
Space/Reach 5 ft./10 ft.
——————————————————————
Lore Knowledge (nature) DC 17
Tactics Begin with diplomacy and disguise, notably with fey
and humanoids of 15+ Charisma and magical ability. Mask
its true appearance and sing to entrance a comely and good
foe. Reduce and imprison in a jar those who try to escape.
Use mirror image, hideous laughter, and rage. Against a helpless
victim, use the strip heart ability and shadow hop away.
Morale A nightfang princess will fight until its rage ends, at
which point it will flee regardless of how the battle fairs.
——————————————————————
Str 13, Dex 16, Con 14, Int 12, Wis 9, Cha 16
Feats Ignore Binding Requirements, Improved Initiative,
Weapon Finesse.
Skills Appraise +6, Climb +18, Diplomacy +6, Disguise +12,
Knowledge (arcana) +4, Knowledge (the planes) +2, Listen
+4, Perform +12, Spot +8, Use Magic Device +12.
——————————————————————
Detect Magic User (Su) Detect the presence, location, and
strength of magic using creatures. Resolve as detect undead,
but detect magic users instead.
Haunting Mirror (Su) Similar to the sending spell, a nightfang princess can message a creature it has met; unlike the
spell, both parties must be seated in front of a mirror and the
receiving party enjoys a vision of a beautiful paramour in the
mirror rather than the nightfang princess’s true appearance.
Mirror Binding Once per day, bind any 2nd-level spirit using
a mirror for 10 minutes. Binder level 6th. Binding check
d20+9. Ability DC 14.
Mirror Healing (Su) A nightfang princess heals 1d8+5 hit

points per round spent viewing its visage in a mirror, to a
maximum of one-half its total maximum hit points.
Mirror Image (Su) Produce 1d4+2 images as the mirror image
spell. The effect lasts until all the images are gone, at which
time the nightfang princess may use the ability again.
Mirror Magic (Su) 1/day, duplicate a spell, spell-like ability
or a granted ability that a foe within 30 feet and line of sight
just used in the previous round. Resolve as if the foe used it.
One Thousand Faces (Su) Assume the illusary appearance
of any Medium corporeal fey or humanoid. Observers can
disbelieve on a DC 16 Will save.
Phobia Suffer one phobia: children, fire, snakes or water. Stay
a minimum of 10 feet from a space containing (or appearing
to contain) a phobic creature or element.
Rage (Ex) Fly into a rage for 7 rounds as a free action. Gain
+4 Strength and +4 Constitution (including +12 hit points)
and enjoy a +2 bonus to Will saves but suffer a -2 penalty to
AC and unable to use skills that require concentration. Fatigued when the rage ends. Cannot rage when fatigued.
Rake (Ex) A nightfang princess that strikes a foe with both
claws causes an additional 2d6+9 points of damage.
Reduce Foes (Su) On a successful touch attack, the target
shrinks to size Tiny for 6 hours. A creature so shrunk is dazed
until the end of the next turn.
Shadow Hop (Su) As a move action, move up to 30 feet via
the Plane of Shadow. Hopping into a threatened space grants
opponents an attack of opportunity.
Slow Fall (20 ft) Subtract 30 feet from the distance fallen
when computing falling damage.
Spell-like Abilities (CL 6th, DC 13+spell level)
At Will—light, lullaby, summon instrument, speak with plants.
1/day—hideous laughter, identify, minor creation, plant growth.
1/week—commune with nature.
Stink (Ex) Up to once per 5 minutes, produce a revolting
musk that causes all non-nightfangs within 10 feet to be
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nauseated for 5 minutes on a failed DC 16 Fortitude save.
Strip Heart (Su) Cause a helpless Medium or Small sentient
creature to lose all compassion and empathy after 3 rounds of
continuous contact. In the 4th round, the victim’s alignment
changes to chaotic evil and it views the nightfang princess as
an ally and its former allies as its hated foes. Three nightfang
princesses can work together to accomplish the same effect
as a full-round action. A nightfang princess is flat-footed
while stripping a heart.
Suggestive Song (Su) On a failed DC 16Will save, an affected
creature within 60 feet falls in love with the nightfang princess and attempts to consumate a romance. The effect ends
when the consumation is complete. This ability requires the
nightfang princess is able to speak (sing) and be heard.
Wealdsafe Aura (Su) Once per round, automatically ignore
ranged amunition (arrows, bolts) from one attacker as the
amunition turns into harmless dead birds and flowers.
——————————————————————
Environment Cold, temperate or tropical forest.
Organization Solitary or Triad (1-3). Usually accompanied
by a gang of nightfang minions.
Treasure Gems, jewels and magic only, plus one or more mirrors each worth 50 to 400 gp.
——————————————————————

Role-Play

A nightfang princess enjoys wearing danty regalia, fine beaubly
jewels, and ruddy makeup. Whenever it looks into the mirror,
it sees beauty and finery. To all other creatures, however, it is a
monster of the Nightfang Weald, a repulsive amalgum of forestand muck-dwelling creatures in soiled rags.
Just as it misperceives its appearance, a nightfang princess
mistakes hatred for love, obsession for compassion, and cruelty for kindness. It uses its beautiful voice and crafty wiles to
lure prey into its well-appointed if jumbled and dirty den. It
may appear as male or female and it lures fey and humanoids
who are comely and good-hearted so that it might rob them of
their hearts. Alas, once the prey become as sour and ugly like
as it is, it tires of them and kills them in search of a new love.
Some victims escape, never the same because their hearts are
now as confused and empty as a nightfang princess is chaotic
and evil. The few who do survive intact tell of the nightfang
princess’s terrible rages and habit of reducing her victims and
locking them in music boxes, urns, and doll houses. Against
any creature that rejects her diplomatic overtures or refuses to
align its heart to her, she happily drops her mask and uses her
sharp, deadly teeth and claws against it.
Like other nightfangs, a princess is adept with pact magic.
She uses her vanity mirror to call spirits. To an observer she
is speaking to herself as she negotiates with a spirit to gain its
power. Her knowledge of magic is limited, but her skill with
magic items ensures that what she cannot understand, she can
still use to her satisfaction.
A savvy adventurer can bribe and flatter his way to gain a
nightfang princess’s favor. In exchange for jewelry and clothing of genuine value (100 gp or more), it will use commune with
nature or other spell-like abilities on behalf of the creature. Naturally, a buyer should beware.
A nightfang princess surrounds itself with nightfang allies as
needed and enjoyable; however, it tends to lair alone or with
one or two others of its kind. Sentient carnivorous plants typically act as companions and guards for the lair.
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Sheylok

A small dark shape crosses your field of view like an arrow in the wind.
The shadowy folliage rustles and then reveals a monkey-like creature with
scales, a beak, and other random features of forest kin. It heckles at you
with glee and targets you with a foul turd.The air darkenes with turds as
more of these nasty creatures emerge in a circle around you.

Sheylok (Nightfang Minion)

CR 4

CE Small Fey (Chaotic, Extraplanar, Evil)
Initiative +2 ; Senses Darkvision 60 ft., detect magic users ,
low-light vision ; Listen +6, Spot +6
Languages Abyssal, plus understand Sylvan.
——————————————————————
AC 14, touch 13, flat-footed 12
(+1 size, +2 Dex, +1 natural)
hp 13 (3d6+3)
Fort +2, Ref +5, Will +4
Special Defenses DR 1/cold iron, quick step, SR 13.
——————————————————————
Speed 30 ft., climb 30 ft.
Base Attack/Grapple: +1/+0
Attack Bite +3 melee (1d4-1+disease) or claws +3 melee
(1d3-1) or fling excrement +3 ranged (30 ft., 1d2-1+vile
extrement).
Full Attack Bite +3 melee (1d4-1+disease) and claws +3
melee (1d3-1) or fling excrement +3 ranged (30 ft., 1d21+vile extrement).
Space/Reach 5 ft./5 ft.
——————————————————————
Lore Knowledge (nature) DC 14
Tactics Shadow hop to encircle foes, then use distracting
heckle to break foes’ concentration and detect magic user to
pick suitable marks. Against weak foes, use bite, claws, and
trip. Against strong foes, attack at range from elevated areas
(trees, etc) using vile excrement.
Morale Nightfang minions are foolish (rather than fearless)
and the first one in a group will fight to the death. Afterward,
they will flee when lowered to 4 or few hit points.
——————————————————————
Str 9, Dex 15, Con 13, Int 9, Wis 12, Cha 12
Feats Improved Grapple, Weapon Finesse.
Skills Climb +12, Disable Device +7, Listen +6, Slight of
Hand +7, Spot +6, Use Magic Device +6.
——————————————————————
Death Throws (Ex) Slaying a nightfang minion releases a
cloud of toxic gas that nauseates all living creatures within 5
feet (no save).
Detect Magic User (Su) Detect the presence, location, and
strength of magic using creatures. Resolve as detect undead,
but detect magic users instead.
Distracting Heckle (Ex) Produce a distracting sonic effect
that causes all non-nightfangs within 50 feet to suffer a -5
penalty to Concentration checks for 5 minutes. A nightface
minion can use this ability once every 5 minutes. The effect
does not stack with distraction caused by other nightfangs.
Quick Step (Ex) Move 5 feet as an immediate action up to
once per round.
Shadow Hop (Su) As a swift action, move up to 30 feet
through folliage (trees, bushes, etc) via the Plane of Shadow.

Hopping into a threatened space grants opponents an attack
of opportunity. The line of folliage must be unbroken from
the starting point to the ending point.
Slow Fall (10 ft.) (Ex) Subtract 10 feet from distance fallen
when computing falling damage.
Strip Body (Ex) An individual nightfang minion can strip a
helpless Medium or Small creature to nakedness in 3 rounds,
or a dead creature in 1 round. It secrets any magical items it
gains and coats mundane items with blood and excrement
such that the items are spoiled and impart the effects of vile
excrement to anyone who touches them. Three nightfang
minions can work together to accomplish the same effect on
a helpless creature as a full-round action. A nightfang minion
is flat-footed while stripping a body. After stripping a body, it
gleefully enjoys a +1d6 bonus to its next d20 roll.
Trip (Ex) Benefit from the Improved Trip feat up to once per
round when using natural weapons only.
Vile Excrement (Su) A creature that is struck by or touches a
nightfang minion’s excrement gains a disease (immediate onset -1d3 Cha/-1d3 Con) if it is a non-pactmaker, or a malady
it is is a pactmakers (SoPM, page 239). Struck creatures also
lose magical power—the target immediately loses access for
24 hours to one supernatural ability, spell-like ability or spell
slot, selected at random. The lost magic is transfered to the
minion, which may use it as if it were the affected creature.
A nightfang minion is limited to one stolen magic at a time.
Newly stolen magic replaces any previous magic. Multiple
exposures in the same round negate different abilities.
——————————————————————
Environment Cold, temperate or tropical forest.
Organization Triad (3) or Gang (4-24).
Treasure Gems, jewels and magic only.
——————————————————————

Role-Play

Nightfang minions are the most common stock of the nightfang
race. Wherever another type of nightfang is found, two dozen
minions are sure to wallow. To civilized humanoids and fey,
these creatures’ behavior is a mere step above that of a monkey.
However, they are crafty and perceptive, and with their gift of
shadowy movement and penchant for cruelty, make challenging and unpleasant foes, especially in large numbers.
Nightfang minions tend to a travel the woods alone except
when visitors enter their territory; then they gather as an unruly, encircling mob to tease and trip their new-found prey,
preferrably leaving them helpless, naked, and afraid. Successfully humiliating foes grants them vigor. They enjoy tormenting
magic users the most. A nightfang minion’s bite and excrement
strip a target of magical prowess and may transfer the target’s
magic to the nightfang minion for a useful period of time.
While nightfang minions lack interest in trade, they like
bright gems and jewels and the warm glow of magic items.
In exchange for one or more of these items (minimum 25 gp
value) a nightfang minion may volunteer to act as a scout, spy
or even assassin, especially against a lawful and/or good foe.
A nightfang minion cares only about itself and what humor
or other enjoyment it can gain for the moment. It may protect a nightfang dreamcatcher as its “mother” to enjoy healing
and protection. It fears nightfang scourges and elders, and tend
to obey them, at least for a few minutes. Nightfang minions
happily tease and kill each other.

Thrawk

A ghostly figure on stilts in long black robes steps before you, blocking
your path. It howls. The howl roils your mind.You struggle to maintain
your attention. From beneath the creature’s long robes fall monkey-like
forest creatures that scatter into the surrounding woods. It begins to babble
loudly as it lurches forward toward you.

Thrawk (Nightfang Scourge)

CR 10

CE Large Fey (Chaotic, Extraplanar, Evil)
Initiative +6 ; Senses Darkvision 60 ft., detect magic users,
detect pact spirits, low-light vision, scent, see invisibility ; Listen
+6, Spot +6
Languages Abyssal, plus understand Common and Sylvan.
——————————————————————
AC 19, touch 16, flat-footed 16
(-1 size, +3 Dex, +3 natural, +5 luck)
hp 58 (9d6+27)
Fort +6, Ref +9, Will +7
Special Defenses DR 3/cold iron, entropic shield, SR 18.
——————————————————————
Speed 40 ft., climb 30 ft.
Base Attack/Grapple +4/+13
Attack Bite +9 melee (1d6+2+scourge) or claws +9 melee
(1d6+5) or stilt kick +9 melee (3d6+5+scourge)
Full Attack Bite +9 melee (1d6+2+scourge) and 2 claws +9
melee (1d6+5) or stilt kick +9 melee (3d6+5+scourge)
Space/Reach 5 ft./10 ft.
——————————————————————
Lore Knowledge (nature) DC 20.
Tactics Scourges often track and spy but rarely attack unless
accompanied by allies or are paid to do so. They use detect
magic user, distracting howl, and babbling rouse to gauge and
soften opponents. The use ghost face to cause an individual
foe to flee, then chase the foe on its stilts and kick the foe to
the ground, where it can use its strip mind ability.
Morale Nightfang scourges are cowardly and flee if they fall
below 26 hit points.
——————————————————————
Str 21, Dex 16, Con 16, Int 12, Wis 12, Cha 14
Feats Alertness, Improved Initiative, Run, Track.
Skills Balance+10, Climb +13, Escape Artist +9, Intimidate
+9, Listen +8, Move Silently +10, Knowledge (arcana)+2,
Knowledge (the planes) +2, Spot +8, Survival +12, Tumble
+14, Use Magic Device +13, Use Rope +4.
——————————————————————
Hooting Rouse (Ex) As a move action inspire a +2 morale
bonus in allies within 50 feet to save against fear and charm
effects. The nightfang scourage must be able to speak and be
heard.
Detect Pact Spirits (Su) Use detect pact spirits at will.
Detect Magic User (Su) Detect the presence, location, and
strength of magic using creatures. Resolve as detect undead,
but detect magic users instead.
Distracting Squak (Ex) Produce a distracting sonic effect
that causes all non-nightfangs within 50 feet to suffer a -10
penalty to Concentration checks for 5 minutes. Use this ability once every 5 minutes. The effect does not stack with distraction caused by other nightfangs.
Empty Body (Su) As a full round action, a nightfang scourge
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causes its corporeal body to become living shadow that clings
to one piece of its equipment (which is normally dark or
black). It retains the ability to see and hear, but it cannot take
any actions. The scourge returns 1d6 hours later or the next
time the equipment is in shadowy illumination or darkness.
Entropic Shield (Su) Ranged attacks suffer a 50% miss
chance. Amunition that misses transforms into harmless dead
birds and blacked flowers.
Ghost Face (Su) Gaze causes living creatures within a 30-ft.
cone to be paralyzed for 5 minutes (Will DC 16 negates).
Learn True Name (Su) As a full-round action, learn the true
name of a creature within 30 feet and line of sight. Limited to
knowing one true name at a time. Learning a new name erases
knowledge of the previous name. Enjoy a +2 bonus on DCs
for abilities targeting a creature with a known name.
Owl Form (Su) Take the form of a fiendish giant owl at will.
Returning to normal form does not heal damage.
Phobia Suffers one phobia: children, fire, snakes or water.
Will stay a minimum of 10 feet from a space containing (or
appearing to contain) a phobic creature or element.
Scourge (Su) A touched foe must succeed on a DC 16 Fortitude save or be knocked prone and lose all magical ability
for 8 rounds. Each round a creature can expend a full-round
action to gain a saving throw to regain lost magic. Adjudicate
standing from a prone as usual.
Shadow Healing (Su) Heal 1d8+5 hit points per round
spent in total darkness.
Shadow Hop (Su) As a move action, move up to 30 feet via
the Plane of Shadow. Moving into a threatened space grants
opponents an attack of opportunity.
Shadow Jaunt (Su) Once per day, travel up to 8 miles via the
Plane of Shadow at the rate of 1 mile per minute.
Shadow Noose (Su) On a successful ranged touch attack,
cause a Medium or Small creature within 5 feet of a tree
to ascend into the tree’s branches by a shadowy noose. The
victim cannot speak or breath and immediately begins suffocating. It loses one-third of its normal maximum hit points
each round. It does not die, but instead stabilizes at -1 hit
points and remains comatose for up to 9 minutes or until the
nightfang scourge ends the effect. A creature awakens with 0
hit points. The noose cannot be interacted with but it can be
destroyed using a daylight spell.
Shadow Stilts (Su) A nightfang scourge can produce and
mount itself onto shadowy stilts as a move action. The stilts
grow down from its legs and quickly raise it into the air.
The stilts can be as short of 5 feet or as high as 50 feet and
grant a commensurate bonus in height and land speed as well
as a +4 bonus to Spot checks. A nightfang scourge cannot
climb while using stilts but it can carry up to 4 Medium or
8 Small or smaller creatures along with it without added encumbrance. Dismissing the stilts is a move action that places
the nightfang scourge on the ground, immediately ready for
action. An opponent that attempts to topple the stilts must
succeed on a Strength check (d20 + Strength modifier) opposing the nightfang scourge’s Balance check (d20+9). Even
when the stilts are toppled, the scourge lands on its feet with
a successful DC 20 Tumble check. Hacking at a stilt is useless
since the stilts are made of shadow and regenerate immediately. However, the stilts are dismissed by a daylight spell.
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Slow Fall (20 ft) Subtract 20 feet from the distance fallen
when computing falling damage.
Spell-like Abilities (CL 9th, DC 12+spell level)
1/day—detect poison, detect traps, locate creature, locate object.
Stink (Ex) Up to once per 5 minutes, produce a revolting
musk that causes all non-nightfangs within 10 feet to be nauseated for 5 minutes on a failed DC 16 Fortitude save.
Strip Mind (Su) An individual nightfang scourge’s touch can
cause a helpless Medium or Small creature to suffer amnesia after 3 full rounds of uninterrupted contact. In the 4th
round, every fact the creature knows (its name, abode, travel
plans, magic item command words, abilities of allies, etc) is
now known to the nightfang scourge. Conversely, the victim
forgets all narrative facts related to its life for a period of
24 hours. The amnesia does not affect skills, feats or class
abilities. Three nightfang scourges can work together to
accomplish the same effect as a full-round action. A nightfang
scourge is flat-footed while stripping a mind.
Whispering Trap (Su) Transmit a message of up to 25 words
to a distance of 400 feet to a creature for which it knows its
true name. The whispering trap allows the target creature to
respond. If it responds, the nightfang scourge can embed a
suggestion spell (Will DC 16) as part of its next message. A
nightfang scourge can only make a suggestion effect once per
day against a particular creature.
——————————————————————
Environment Cold, temperate or tropical forest.
Organization Solitary or Triad (1-3). Usually accompanied
by a gang of nightfang minions.
Treasure Gems, jewels and magic only.
——————————————————————

Role-Play

A nightfang scourge acts an advisor, tracker, and means of quick
transport for nightfangs that cling to its robes and stilts as it
jumps through shadows. Unlike other nightfangs, a scourge
hides its visage at all times and moves with silent grace rather
than wild abandon.
A nightfang scourge is a consumate hunter. In addition to its
tracking and trailing skills, it has minor magics to locate creatures and objects. Although it possesses nasty teeth and claws,
it prefers to drop off minions to hary its cornered query while
it attacks at a distance using its distracting howl, ghost face and
shadow noose. Its aim is to subdue, not kill. After stipping a
subdued creature of its memories, it ferries its hapless, confused prisoner to the lair of a nightfang dreamcatcher or elder,
to become food or be transformed into a nightfang.
Among all nightfangs, a scourge is the most likely to deal with
other creatures. In exchange for magic items, maps, and similarly informative or powerful items, it is willing to hunt a foe
of the customer’s choice and either kill, subdue or retrieve the
true name or memories of that foe. An offer to trade intangible
secrets is usually unconvincing when the nightfang scourge’s
assessment of a customer suggests it can simply subdue the
customer and strip its mind. However, it is smart enough to
know a powerful customer when it meets one, and will negotiate accordingly. If it is captured or coerned, it will bargain to
keep its life. Besides items, it trades in the warm bodies of fey
and humanoids. It will even call upon others of its kind or a
nightfang elder when given a truly generous offer, such as the
entire populace of a town or a unique magic item.

acts and intermarried with fey, the Weald took hold around
the manse to wallow it as one of its own. On moonless
nights, nightfangs would stalk the manse to abduct family
members and visitors. To stay the Weald, the Cevis family’s
binder mage patriarch planted permanent daylight spells
and protective monoliths around the premeses. In time, the
Weald utterly surrounded the manse but could not wholely
ungulf it due to the wards. Thus, caves formed around the
manse and woods; and the manse, the lights, and monoliths
remain to this day. Cave travelers will find monoliths that
provide the benefits of magic circle against evil and completely
block evil creatures from coming within 10 feet of them.
The Cevis River runs through the caves. It has no clear
source or mouth. Druids say it runs in an endless circle. All
who bathe in the river or drink from it gain the Nightfang
Template (below), assuming they succeed on a DC 17 save
against the effects of the poison spell (-1d8/-1d8 Con).
The caves are home to a poisonous root. Characters with
skill in poison use and Knowledge (nature) can harvest up to
1d4-1 roots per day. Each root delivers the equivalent of a
poison spell. The caves’ ferel drow use this root.
The manse’s originl inhabitants remain alive and well in
a state of endless slumber and pleasant dreams. Only the
kiss of a nonevil fey or a handsome mortal (Charisma 15+)
will rouse one for a day. Most of the inhabitants are chaotic
neutral or chaotic good and adept with pact magic.

Nightfang Template

		
The Cevis Caves
The Cevis Caves are a bridge between the mortal world and the

Nightfang Weald.
Explorers can find the caves via magically-concealed narrow tunnels that lead down from surface woods into the earth.
Finding a tunnel requires a DC 27 Search check in the correct
area. Apply a +2 bonus if the explorer is fey or has 5+ ranks in
Survival. The caves lie within the Nightfang Weald and require
plane shift rather than teleport to reach them magically.
Sometimes, the Cevis Caves’ more vile denizens—nightfang,
fiendish fey, ferel drow, and cultists—craft camouflaged 10 ft.
to 60 ft. pits to catch prey wandering through mortal woods
above the caves. Spikes welcome all who fall, and bear traps
or assassin vines surround the landing area. Unlucky prey are
devoured or transformed into nightfangs. Bards tell of lucky
survivors who wandered the maze-like caves for weeks or even
years before escaping. Finding an exit requires a DC 27 Search
check every 8 hours (essentially, once per day).
A few canny druids and binders travel the caves, either in
search of lost mortals or unusual magical ingedients or to locate
a fabled manse that rumors say lies at the heart of the caves.
Eons past, the wealthy Cevis family built a gilded manse deep
in the woods as a retreat from urban life and as a private abode
to mix with the local fey. As the family engaged in more carnal

Creature that tarry in the Cevis Caves grow sour and malformed. This template can be added to any animal, fey, giant,
humanoid, monstrous humanoid, plant or vermin. A character of 2nd-level or higher who spends more than 1 week in the
Cevis Caves or bathes for 10 minutes in the Cevis River may
forfeit one 1 class level to gain 1 level of the Nightfang template. After 1 month and 1 year, a character may choose to forfeit additional levels to progress to levels 2 and 3, respectively.
Other locales besides the Cevis Caves may grant the same benefit. Apply the template to other creatures as normal.

Table 7-4: Nightfang Creature Template
Level

CR Special

1st

+1

Minimum 5 Cha and Int, type becomes fey (chaotic,
extraplanar, evil), gain low-light vision, minor binding
(1/day, gain any one ability of the spirit Nightfang, BL
3rd), bonus language (Common, Infernal or Sylvan),
shadow step (3/day, move 30 ft. as dimension door, limited
to/from outdoor forested area in darkness or shadow),
use darkness 1/day (CL 3rd).

2nd

+2

+2 Cha, unseelie appearance (gain lustrous countenance
and minor animalistic features such as a few feathers),
major binding (1/day, gain any three abilities of the
spirit Nightfang, BL 5th), darkvision 60 ft., shadow jump
(3/day, dimension door, limited to/from outdoor forested
area in darkness or shadow), one spell-like ability (2/day,
either entangle, barkskin, poison, speak with animals, tree shape
or speak with plants), use darkness 3/day (CL 5th).

3rd

+3

Bind Nightfang (1/day, bind the spirit Nightfang and gain
his capstone ability, BL 7th), dark transmutation (nonanimals/non-vermin transform to gain bizarre animalistic
form and a new movement, either Burrow 30 ft., Climb
30 ft., Fly 30 ft. or Swim 30 ft.; animals and vermain
gain humanoid faces and an Intelligence score of 2d4+4),
shadow walk (1/day, shadow walk, limited to/from area in
darkness or shadow), use deeper darkness5/day (CL 7th).
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